It is pointed out that self-organized criticality (SOC) in systems of soft gluons manifest itself not only in large-rapidity gap (LRG) events, but also in normal events in small-x B deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering processes. It is suggested that the following empirical facts are direct consequences of SOC in systems of interacting soft gluons which dominate the small-x B region: The structure function F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) can be well described by the Haidt-plot, which implies in particular that (a) F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) increases like log (1/x B ) for decreasing x B at fixed Q 2 . (b) F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) increases like log Q 2 for increasing Q 2 at fixed x B .
Deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering utilizing electron, muon, and neutrino beams is an extremely useful tool in studying the structure of matter and its interactions. Since the operation of HERA, the first electron-proton collider, the kinematical region of such experiments has been significantly extended. In terms of the difference (q) between the initial and the final four-momenta (k and k ′ ) of the electron, and the four momentum (p) of the proton, the kinematical region in which data are now available is: 0 ≤ Q 2 ≤ 9 · 10 4 GeV (α) It has been reported, soon after HERA started to deliver luminosity, by ZEUSCollaboration 1 and H1-Collaboration 2 that, in this kinematical region, the structure function F 2 depends on Q 2 and the gluon momentum density rises steeply with decreasing x B . It seems that there is no doubt that soft gluons dominate the small-x B region (x B ≤ 10 −2 ) for sufficiently large Q 2 (≥ 10GeV 2 , say), and it is these gluons which significantly contribute to the violation of Bjorken scaling. Hence, it is of considerable interest to understand the following: Why do we see such x B -and Q 2 -dependence of F 2 in this kinematical region?
Why do such phenomena occur in a kinematical region in which interacting soft gluons play the dominating role?
(β) Events with large rapidity gaps (LRG) have been observed in this kinematical region 3 .
This observation shows that inelastic diffractive scattering can take place not only in hadronhadron collisions 4 , but also in deep-inelastic scattering processes. Hence, this observation gives rise to a number of questions: Are the mechanisms which lead to such diffractive scattering processes in different reactions related to one another? In particular, if it is indeed "the exchange of colorless objects" which is responsible for diffractive scattering in hadron-hadron collisions, is it the same kind of "colorless objects" which is also responsible for diffractive scattering in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering processes? What are such "colorless objects"? Can they be understood in terms of QCD -the only candidate for hadronic interactions? What is the relationship between such "colorless objects" and the interacting soft gluons which plays the dominating role in this kinematical region?
(γ) The dependence of F 2 on Q 2 and the dependence of F 2 on x B , especially the relationship between these two properties have been carefully examined by D. Haidt 5 who found the following: The existing data on F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) from H1-Collaboration 6,7 and ZEUSCollaboration 8 in the kinematical region x B < 10 −2 and Q 2 > 3 GeV 2 can be well-described by a simple formula
where the values of the constants are a = 0.074, m = 0.364, x B0 = 0.074, Q 2 0 = 0.5 GeV 2 .
As we can explicitly see in Fig. 1 In a recent Letter 9 , we discussed one special aspect of the problems in Small-x B Physics, and proposed in particular that the "colorless objects" which manifest themselves in LRG (iii) A systematic analysis (see [9] and papers cited therein) of the data 12 for diffractive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) has been performed to find out whether a color-singlet gluon cluster c * 0 can indeed be a BTW-avalanche. The results of the analysis can be summarized as follows: The size and the lifetime distributions show power-law behaviors and the exponents are approximately -2. That is: But, the following problem has not been discussed: Can we understand, in this approach, also the normal events in small-x B deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering processes?
The answer to this question is indispensable to the SOC-approach to Small-x B Physics. This is because, firstly, the basic ingredients of such a system of interacting soft gluons -which dominate the small-x B region in DIS -carry color. Secondly, in accordance with the general theory of SOC 10,11 the formation process of BTW-avalanches due to SOC in such systems should be robust, that is, it should not depend on the dynamical details of the ingredients. This implies that the BTW-avalanches formed in such systems of interacting soft gluons are in general "colored objects". In other words, the color-singlets which manifest themselves in inelastic diffractive scattering processes are special cases of the BTW-avalanches formed in the above-mentioned system of interacting soft gluons. In this connection, it is useful to recall that, since the interaction between color-singlets are of
Van der Waals type and thus much weaker than color-forces, they can be driven out of the confinement region of the target-proton such that they can be directly measured. (For more details, see Refs. [9, 14] .) But, how do the majority, namely the colored BTW-avalanches manifest themselves? Don't we expect to see their manifestation in normal events of DIS?
The answer to this question is, for x B ≤ 10 −2 , F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) can be written as:
where D S (S) and D T (T ) are given by Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively, N is a normalization constant, and the integration limits are functions of x B and Q 2 (which will be explicitly given below).
In order to see why this should be true, we recall that, in DIS, the structure functions
is very well measured experimentally, and thoroughly discussed theoretically -also in the small-x B region for a large range of Q 2 -values. In fact, in terms of the conventional method based on pQCD-modified parton models, F 2 (x B , Q 2 ) can in general be expressed as
Here the q i (x B )'s are the original input distributions which describe the "free" partons, and △q i (x B , Q 2 ) stand for the well-known 15 pQCD-modifications for the quark-momentum distributions obtained by applying evolution equations to the input parton distributions, in order to describe the details of the dynamics about the struck parton.
The main reason why we think Eq. (4) should have a better chance in describing small-x B phenomena is because a number of experimental results and theoretical arguments show that interacting soft gluons which dominate this kinematical region should be considered as a complex system with many degrees of freedom, and there are strong evidences for the existence of SOC, and thus for the existence of gluon-clusters in form of BTW-avalanches.
This implies in particular, we expect to see that the details about the dynamics associated with local interactions do not play a significant role.
To be more precise, in the proposed picture based on the existence of SOC, a deepinelastic scattering event in the small-x B region takes place when the virtual photon γ * (characterized by x B and Q 2 ) interacts within its lifetime (usually known as the interaction time τ int ) with a gluon-clusters in form of a BTW-avalanche due to SOC, provided that the lifetimes (T 's) of such gluon-clusters are long enough (such that T > τ int is valid). To determine F 2 (x B , Q 2 ), we note the following:
(a) The universality and the robustness of SOC 10,11,9 strongly suggest that the fingerprints given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) for the color-singlet BTW-avalanches are applicable also to those which carry color.
(b) The fact that in many SOC models 10,11 "the size" (the spatial extension) can be considered as directly proportional to the total dissipative energy of the avalanche, implies that the latter can be taken as (more or less) homogeneous in space and time. Hence the four-dimensional phase-space factor ST of such an avalanche of size S and lifetime T is expected to play an important role in determing F 2 (x B , Q 2 ). This means: Under the assumption that the small-x B region is dominated by (colored and colorless) gluon-clusters 5 in form of BTW-avalanches, everything (dissipative energy, matter, electric charge etc.)
which the virtual photon γ * may "see" is homogeneously distributed, the probability for γ * to encounter electric charge in any part of an avalanche of size S within its lifetime T is
proportional not only to D S (S)D T (T ) but also to the four-dimensional phase factor ST .
(c) Since there are BTW-avalanches of all sizes and all lifetimes in the given kinematical range, and the virtual photon γ * which interacts with the proton in a given event is specified by the variable x B and Q 2 of that event, we need to consider all those BTW-avalanches (associated with the proton) which can indeed be detected by γ * (x B , Q 2 ). That is to say, we need to perform integrations where the integration limits in Eq. (4) are functions of the variables x B , Q 2 , and | P | (which is the total momentum carried by the proton in the c.m.s.
frame):
where the yet undetermined constants x B0 and Q 2 0 can be estimated theoretically. The facts and arguments which lead to Eqs.(5) and (6) are the following: Since in an event, it is the final-state electron which we measure, we may wish to ask: "What was (or were) the charged object (or objects) which the virtual photon γ ⋆ (x B , Q 2 ) have encountered in that event?"
The answer is obviously: "It may be just a seaquark (antiseaquark) whose interaction with other objects can be neglected, but it may also be a very large system of such quarks and antiquarks, the interaction between which cannot be neglected." Now, if, whatever
2 ) has encountered, belong to one of the BTW-avalanches which dominate the small- by calculating q 0 (of q ≡ k − k ′ ), where the result is
The lower limit of T is determined by the requirement that the encountered BTW-avalanche has to live long enough to been "seen" by the virtual photon γ * (x B , Q 2 ). How do we find T max ? For practical reasons, we focus our attention on the following question: Suppose DIS is the only way to measure T in a system of interacting soft gluons, how large is T max for the avalanches which deliver the main contribution to F 2 (x B , Q 2 )? The answer to this question is given in Eq. (6), where Q 0 is the lowest Q for which a charged object carrying an energy fraction x B can be resolved by the virtual photon. This is because the resolution power depends on the Compton wavelength of γ * (x B , Q 2 ) which is 1/Q. The value for Q 0 can be estimated as follows: The main contribution is associated with S → S min = x B | P |, and γ * (x B , Q 2 ) may have encountered any charged system -in particular one "almost free" seaquark carrying energy fraction x B . By taking the linear size of such a charged object to be something between 1fm and 0.1fm, we obtain a value for Q 0 between 0.2 to 2GeV. We note in this connection that the contribution from the system of interacting soft gluons to ) in large-rapidity-gap events, but also those of the structure function F 2 in normal events can be readily understood in terms of a statistical approach. The proposed approach is based on the existence of selforganized criticality (SOC) in systems of interacting soft gluons which dominate the smallx B region, and the existence of SOC is intimately related to the characteristic properties of the gluons -especially to the local-gluon-gluon interactions prescribed by the QCDLagrangian, to the confinement, and to the non-conservation of gluon-numbers. In fact, it is 7 these properties which dictate that such interacting soft gluons should be considered as an open, dynamical, complex system with many degrees of freedom. In this sense, the proposed approach is a non-perturbative QCD-approach -for the description of complex phenomena where the dynamical details do not play a significant role.
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